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Abstract: Thunderstorm activity over the Qinghai–Tibet Plateau (QTP) has important climatic effects
and disaster impacts. Using the thunderstorm feature dataset (TFD) established based on the
black body temperature (TBB) and cloud classification (CLC) products of the Fengyun-2E (FY-2E)
geostationary satellite, as well as the lightning data of the World Wide Lightning Location Network
(WWLLN), the temporal and spatial distributions and some cloud properties of the thunderstorms
over the QTP were analyzed. Approximately 93.9% and 82.7% of thunderstorms over the QTP occur
from May to September and from 12 to 21 o’clock local time, and the corresponding peaks are in
August and at 14:00, respectively. There are three centers featuring frequent thunderstorms in the
southeast, south-central, and southwest regions of the QTP. The average thunderstorm cloud area
(the region with TBB ≤ −32 ◦C) is 1.8 × 104 km2. Approximately 32.9% of thunderstorms have strong
convective cells (SCCs) composed of areas with TBB ≤ −52 ◦C. The average number and area ratio
of SCCs are 3.6 and 25.4%, respectively, and their spatial distribution is given. The average cloud
area and the number and area ratio of SCCs of extreme-lightning thunderstorms (thunderstorms
with the top 10% of lightning numbers) are approximately 30.0, 3.9, and 1.5 times those of normal
thunderstorms. The spatial distribution of the thunderstorm activity is quite different from that of
lightning activity given by the Lightning Imaging Sensor (LIS) and Optical Transient Detector (OTD)
over the northeastern and southwestern QTP, which may mean that the convection intensity, cloud
structure, and charge structure of the thunderstorms over the QTP are different between different
regions and seasons.

Keywords: Qinghai–Tibet Plateau; thunderstorm cloud; thunderstorm feature dataset; lightning;
FY-2E satellite; WWLLN

1. Introduction

The Qinghai–Tibet Plateau (QTP) plays a crucial role in the Asian (and even global)
atmospheric circulation and significantly impacts climate change and weather systems, due
to the dynamic effects of its high terrain (average altitude > 4000 m) and thermal effects as
a heat source [1–6]; therefore, it is an area that has long been of interest to meteorologists.

In summer, the common weather systems over the QTP include the plateau shear line,
vortex, and low trough [7–9]. Large-scale circulation combined with intense surface heating
and active near-surface turbulence makes the convection activity very active over the
QTP [4,10,11]. According to the “Atlas of China Disastrous Weather and Climate” issued by
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the Chinese Meteorological Administration [12], the central QTP presents approximately
80 thunderstorm days per year, and the number of thunderstorm days throughout the
central and eastern QTP is apparently greater than those over Central and Eastern China at
the same latitudes. Lightning generated by thunderstorms is one of the most important
natural disasters in the QTP and often causes casualties. Thunderstorms on the QTP are
often accompanied by hail and other weather phenomena; the sudden drop in temperature
and road icing caused by them also often pose important safety threats. In addition, with
convective properties and rich ice-phase particles, which are necessary conditions for
electrification within clouds, thunderstorms are believed to be vital objects affecting the
Earth’s climate by transporting water vapor and sublimating ice crystals to the top of the
cloud [13,14]. Furthermore, lightning discharges are the predominant source of nitrogen
oxides over the QTP; thunderstorms output nitrogen oxides and transport them upwards,
thereby affecting atmospheric chemical processes [15–17]. Therefore, there is obvious
scientific and practical significance in understanding the characteristics of thunderstorm
activity in the QTP.

In this analysis, thunderstorms refer to the clouds that produce lightning. They
are not completely the same as convective clouds, which have been often referred to,
because not all convective clouds produce lightning. Studies directly focusing on the
thunderstorm activity throughout the QTP are rare, but the existing studies based on
the thunderstorm cases or concerned with the convection systems over the QTP have
indicated that the characteristics of the thunderstorms over the QTP may be unique. For
example, convective clouds over the QTP can constitute up to 90% of the total clouds
in the central QTP [10,18], and the strong convective clouds over the QTP account for
approximately 4–21% of cloud types, approximating five times that of other places in
China [19]. Convective clouds over the QTP are typically isolated and have densely packed
cloud tops, showing “popcorn-like” or “tower-mast-like” shapes [4,20,21]. Due to the fact
that the atmospheric stratification over the QTP is typically characterized by relatively low
humidity, small thickness of the troposphere, weak instability, low unstable energy, and
the humidity inversion phenomenon of the near-surface layer, although it is easy to trigger
convection clouds that can develop to higher altitudes, the convection clouds are usually
weaker in intensity, smaller in spatial extent, and shorter in life relative to those over other
places [21–25].

It has been reported that the lower positive charge centers in the QTP thunderstorms
tend to be more robust than the upper ones in the pattern of tripolar charge structure (upper
positive, middle negative, and lower positive charge regions) because of the relatively weak
convection and low freezing level [26–31]. The thunderstorms over the QTP generally
feature relatively small charging rates, lightning rates, lightning duration, and spatial ex-
pansion of lightning channels [23,25,28,30,32]. Therefore, despite having higher-frequency
convections, the QTP is characterized by lower lightning density than the land regions to its
east and south [33,34]. Meanwhile, the sensitivity of the lightning frequency to convective
available potential energy (CAPE) over the QTP is much larger than that over the other
regions with prominent lightning activity [35,36].

As one of the major disasters, and given their crucial impact on the atmospheric envi-
ronment and climate and their uniqueness, QTP thunderstorms have fascinated researchers.
There have been some studies that investigated the structure of the thunderstorms or their
electric characteristics based on case studies or simulations (as listed in the last section).
However, as a large area spanning approximately 2800 km from east to west and 1500 km
from north to south and covering about 2.5 million square kilometers, the QTP must have
obvious regional differences in the characteristics of thunderstorm activities. Therefore, it
is necessary to study the characteristics of thunderstorm activity over the entire QTP. An
important obstacle to conducting such studies is insufficient data. Due to the relatively
harsh natural conditions and small population of the QTP, ground-based meteorological
observations (such as lightning positioning, radar, etc.) are very sparse, making it diffi-
cult to cover the entire region. Previous studies on convection and lightning activities
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throughout the QTP are typically based on polar-orbiting satellite observation data such as
TRMM (Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission), Cloudsat, and CALIPSO (Cloud-Aerosol
Lidar and Infrared Pathfinder Satellite Observation) satellites [21–23,35–39]. In terms of
thunderstorm research, Li et al. [40] used the TRMM/RPF (radar precipitation feature)
dataset [41] to study the spatial and temporal distribution characteristics of thunderstorms
in the Asian monsoon region, including the QTP region. Based on the same dataset, Zheng
and Zhang [25] studied the association of the structure of thunderstorms with flash fre-
quency and flash size by comparing them over the QTP, Central and Eastern China, and
the southern foothills of the Himalayas. However, most of the QTP thunderstorms have a
short lifetime [24,27]; therefore, the polar-orbiting satellites tend to miss a large number of
thunderstorms. Some other authors have also characterized thunderstorm activity in differ-
ent regions using clustered lightning activity areas as a proxy for thunderstorms [42–47].
However, the used lightning location system in these studies usually only provides the
discrete lightning location (meaning only one or a few limited location points for one
lightning flash), and the lightning data predominantly comprises cloud-to-ground (CG)
lightning; the clustered area is typically only a part of the thunderstorm and cannot reflect
the overall thunderstorm cloud.

Relatively speaking, geostationary satellites can continuously observe the thunder-
storm cloud over a large area, providing more complete information about the cloud than
polar-orbiting satellites. Ma et al. [48] established a thunderstorm cloud feature dataset
(TFD) based on the geostationary FY-2E satellite observation data and the World Wide
Lightning Location Network (WWLLN) lightning data, where the lightning data were
used to identify the thunderstorm, and the satellite observation provided the information
on the thunderstorm cloud. Using this dataset, this study focused on the thunderstorms
over the QTP and analyzed their spatial and temporal distributions and some structural
characteristics, including the area, strong convective cores (SCCs), and so on. To the best of
our knowledge, this may be the first time that the thunderstorms over the entire QTP have
been studied as a specialized object.

2. Data and Methods

The used TFD in this study was established by Ma et al. [48] based on the FY-2E
satellite observation data and WWLLN lightning data, covering the years from 2010 to 2018.
The FY-2E satellite was launched on 23 December 2008. It was first set above the equator
at 104.5◦E in February 2009, then drifted above the equator at 86.5◦E in July 2015, and
ceased observation in January 2019. The TFD mainly referred to the black body temperature
(TBB), corresponding to a spectrum of 10.3–11.3 µm, which was observed by the visible and
infrared spin-scan radiometer (VISSR), an instrument onboard the FY-2E satellite. The TBB
data have a spatial resolution of approximately 5 km at nadir and a time resolution of
1 h. The WWLLN, managed by the University of Washington along with a consortium of
worldwide institutions, can continuously locate global lightning by using the time of group
arrival algorithm and obtaining synchronous recordings from at least five sensors running
at a very low frequency of 3–30 kHz [49,50]. The WWLLN tends to detect stronger lightning.
Fan et al. [51] assessed that the detection efficiency of WWLLN for CG lightning in the mid-
southern QTP is 9.4% (based on the data from 2013 to 2015) and the total lightning detection
efficiency is approximately 2.6% (based on the data from 2013 to 2014). They estimated
that, in the mid-southern QTP, the CG lightning data made up approximately 71.9% of
all WWLLN lightning data, and the mean stroke peak currents of positive and negative
CG lightning were 62.4 and –56.7 kA, respectively. Meanwhile, Ma et al. [52] exhibited the
year-by-year WWLLN lightning frequency, and indicated an obvious increasing tendency
of the detection efficiency of the WWLLN during the analysis period.

During the establishment of the TFD, the TBB and cloud classification (CLC) products
of the FY-2E satellite were first consulted to find the spatially contiguous regions with
TBB ≤ −32 ◦C (refer to the region delineated by the pink line in Figure 1), which was
often considered to be a convection area in previous studies [53–55]. An ellipse fit was
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then performed on this region (the ellipse with the dashed-line boundary in Figure 1). If
WWLLN lightning (20 min before and 40 min after TBB archive time) was detected in the
area of TBB ≤ −32 ◦C or its fitting ellipse, the area with TBB ≤ −32 ◦C was preliminarily
determined to be a thunderstorm cloud. If two or more fitted ellipses belonging to different
clouds had overlapping areas with common lightning flashes, the corresponding clouds
that also had lightning flashes in the areas of TBB ≤ −32 ◦C were reserved, while the others
were excluded. Because of the low detection efficiency of the WWLLN [51], as long as a
cloud contained at least one WWLLN lightning flash, it was regarded as a thunderstorm. It
is believed that the actual lightning number in most thunderstorm cases should be greater
than 1. Ma et al. [48] found that more than 75% of WWLLN lightning was located in the
TBB ≤ −32 ◦C region.
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Figure 1. An example of the identified thunderstorm cloud on 24 June 2011. The pink lines delineate
the region with TBB ≤ −32 ◦C. The purple lines enclose the region with TBB ≤ −52 ◦C. The blue
dashed line indicates an ellipse fitting the region with TBB ≤ −32 ◦C. Red “+” signs mark the location
of the WWLLN lightning.

The QTP area concerned in this study is the area surrounded by the solid black
line shown in Figure 2. The boundary data are from Zhang et al. [56]; they correspond
to the 4000 m isoheight and cover the Chinese part of the QTP. In the selection of the
thunderstorm samples, it was necessary that both the centroid and the minimum TBB value
of the thunderstorms were in the analysis area. In this analysis region, the spatial resolution
of the TBB data approximately changed between 5 and 7 km.

There are a few thunderstorm samples that have a very large cloud area (referring
to the area of TBB ≤ −32 ◦C, the same below) but very little lightning. They are not
typical thunderstorms, but can seriously affect the statistics of thunderstorm characteristics,
so we performed a quality control measure to remove them. First, the thunderstorm
samples were sorted and grouped according to their WWLLN lightning number. In order
to ensure the statistical significance, it was mandated that the thunderstorm samples in
each group must be greater than 200, which meant that the intervals of the WWLLN
lightning number corresponding to the groups were not required to be the same. Then, the
outliers of the cloud area in each group were determined using the following steps. We
first obtained the 25th quantile value (Q1) and 75th quantile value (Q2) of the cloud area
of the thunderstorms in the groups. Then, we took Q1 − 1.5 × (Q2 − Q1) as the low-end
threshold, and Q2 + 1.5 × (Q2 − Q1) as the high-end threshold. The low-end and high-end
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thresholds corresponding to the groups were fitted (we found the power-function fitting
to be the best), and the fitted curve was used as the discriminating condition of abnormal
thunderstorms. The above method is the same as in Ma et al. [48].
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The color shading in Figure 3 represents the number of samples corresponding to
different lightning numbers and thunderstorm cloud areas. The red symbols “*” mark
the high-end thresholds of the thunderstorm cloud area, and the black line is the fitting
curve with equation “A = 13338.46 × F0.710” and a correlation coefficient of 0.982, where
A is the cloud area, and F is the WWLLN lightning number. Thunderstorms with a cloud
area above the curve were excluded as abnormal samples. It should be noted that the
low-end thresholds were all negative, so there was no sample below them. Finally, a
total of 104,493 thunderstorm samples were obtained in the analysis area, accounting for
approximately 86.3% of the original samples. It should be noted that the thunderstorm
samples represent the number of thunderstorms in 1 h (the time resolution of the FY-2E
satellite). In other words, the thunderstorm activity indicated by the samples includes
the information on both the thunderstorm frequency and the thunderstorm duration. For
example, the situations of 5 thunderstorms in 1 h and that of 1 thunderstorm in 5 h both
contributed 5 samples. In the analysis, we use the term “thunderstorm hour number
(THN)” to describe the frequency of the samples.

In Section 5, we employed a comparison of spatial distributions between thunderstorm
activity and lightning activity over the QTP. The 0.5◦ High Resolution Full Climatology
(HRFC) dataset [57] provided by the Global Hydrology Resource Center (GHRC) was used.
This dataset was derived from the observations of the Optical Transient Detector (OTD)
and Lightning Imaging Sensor (LIS). The OTD (1995–2000), a scientific payload on the
MicroLab-1 satellite that operated at an altitude of about 735 km and an inclination of
70◦, optically detected lighting flashes within a 1300 × 1300 km2 field of view with an
estimated detection efficiency of 56 ± 7% for night and 44 ± 9% for noon [58,59]. The LIS
aboard the TRMM satellite (1997–2015) detected the flashes from approximately 350 km
before August 2001 and 400 km after that when the orbit was boosted, with a detection
efficiency of approximately 93 ± 4% for night and 73 × 11% for noon in their field of
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view of approximately 600 × 600 km2 and observation range approximately between 38◦S
and 38◦N [58].
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3. Characteristics of Thunderstorm Activity over the QTP
3.1. Spatiotemporal Distributions

The monthly and diurnal variations in thunderstorm activity over the QTP are shown
in Figure 4a,b, respectively. With regard to the monthly changes, the thunderstorm activity
from January to April was generally weak, while showing a slow increase. The thunder-
storm activity increased rapidly in May and reached its peak in August. The proportion of
THN in August reached 29.6%. September was the second strongest month for thunder-
storm activity. THN dropped sharply in October, and the overall thunderstorm activity
was weak from November to December. Approximately 93.9% of the THNs appeared in
the warm season from May to September. This result is in good agreement with the studies
that referred to different data and documented the convection in the QTP to be weak in
winter and strong in summer [60,61].

Figure 4b shows the diurnal variation in thunderstorms in a whole year and in
each month from May to September. The thunderstorm activity was very concentrated
in the afternoon, suggesting that instability associated with solar heating plays the
most crucial role in the development of a QTP thunderstorm, in the same manner as
convective clouds [4,22,62]. For the whole year, approximately 82.7% of the THNs
occurred between 12:00 and 21:00 local time (LT). The thunderstorm activity peaked at
14:00 LT (corresponding to 14:00–15:00 LT, the same below). From May to September,
the peak time of thunderstorm activity showed a continuous forward movement from
May to July (the peak times were 16:00, 14:00, and 13:00 LT, respectively); meanwhile,
from August to September, the peak hour showed a backward movement (the peak
times were 14:00 and 15:00 LT, respectively).

Figure 5 shows the spatial distribution of thunderstorm activity over the QTP in the
whole year and in each month from May to September. The frequency of THNs was
counted as 1◦ × 1◦ grids according to their centroid positions.
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It can be seen from Figure 5a that the thunderstorm activity over the QTP was stronger
in the southern and eastern regions than in the northern and western regions. No thun-
derstorm centroid fell into the statistical grids in the northern border regions of the QTP
(but it is still possible for parts of the thunderstorms to cover these areas). An active
thunderstorm belt extended westward in a wavy pattern from approximately 101◦E in the
east to approximately 86◦E, and included three high-density centers in the southeast (the
center is approximately 100◦E, 29◦N), the south-central (the center is approximately 92◦E,
30◦N), and the southwest (the center is approximately 88◦E, 30◦N) regions of the QTP. The
southeast one had the most active thunderstorm, followed in turn by the south-central
and southwest regions of QTP. Their centers roughly corresponded to the three regions of
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Xiangcheng-Daocheng in Sichuan, Lhasa-Naqu in Tibet, and Shigatse in Tibet, respectively.
For convenience, we refer to them as thunderstorm high-density centers 1–3, respectively
(see Figure 5a). In the northeastern QTP, there was a local center with thunderstorm activ-
ity relatively more frequent than the surrounding areas; it roughly corresponded to the
Qinghai Lake. However, it should be noted that the THN density there was significantly
smaller than the three centers in the southern QTP.
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From the monthly spatial distribution of thunderstorm activity over the QTP
(Figure 5b–f), it is clear that the thunderstorm activity over the QTP was weak in
May (Figure 5b), but two thunderstorm activity centers in the southeastern and
the south-central regions emerged, which roughly corresponded to the high-density
centers 1 and 2 in Figure 5a. Meanwhile, the southeast center was more northerly than
the high-density center 1. The south-central center was mainly near Naqu; it did not
extend towards Lhasa, similar to the pattern of the high-density center 2.

In June (Figure 5c), the two high-density centers mentioned above were located closer
to the whole-year high-density centers 1 and 2, and the thunderstorm activities in their
connecting and peripheral areas were enhanced significantly.

In July (Figure 5d), the southeast center continued to move southward, while the
high-density area corresponding to Naqu in May and June moved close to Lhasa. A “hot
spot” appeared in the southwest, corresponding to the high-density center 3.
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In August (Figure 5e), thunderstorm activity was the strongest in the region cor-
responding to the southeast center, but the center was slightly to the west relative to
the whole-year high-density center 1. The south-central center was located at approxi-
mately 92◦E, 29◦N, still near to Lhasa. The thunderstorm activity corresponding to the
southwest center strengthened apparently and extended westward. Both the high-density
centers 1 and 3 hit their peaks of thunderstorm activity in August. It should be noted that
thunderstorm activity over the northeastern QTP was also the strongest in August.

In September (Figure 5f), thunderstorm activity over the south-central center was
enhanced significantly, reaching the maximum frequency. Meanwhile, the density and
active range of thunderstorm activity over the areas corresponding to the whole-year
high-density centers 1 and 3 decreased.

In October (figure omitted), the activity of thunderstorms over the whole QTP de-
creased sharply, and a small number of thunderstorm samples mainly appeared in the area
east of 84◦E and south of 36◦N, with two weak thunderstorm activity centers located in the
southeast and south-central centers.

According to the monthly variation in the regions with relatively frequent thunder-
storm activity, the strong thunderstorm activity generally first advanced from east to west
before August and then retreated from west to east in September and October. This should
be associated with the weakening westerly surface winds and increasing relative humidity
from the eastern to western QTP during the first period [22,62]. After August, the western
wind strengthens, and water vapor content over the QTP decreases, accompanied by the
eastward retreat and weakening of thunderstorm activity. From the above analysis, it is
obvious that different regions of the QTP experience different seasonal changes in thun-
derstorm activity. The monthly variation in the diurnal peak of thunderstorm activity in
Figure 4b may be related to the fact that, in different months, the main lightning activ-
ity occurred in different regions, where the surface heating effect in driving convection
was different.

3.2. Structural Characteristics of Thunderstorms
3.2.1. Cloud Area

The cloud area here refers to the areas with TBB ≤ −32 ◦C in the thunderstorms. We
only consider the thunderstorms from May to September in the analysis below, in order to
exclude the possible influence of rare cases in winter (the structure of thunderstorms in the
cold season may be different from that in the warm season).

Figure 6a shows the probability and cumulative probability distributions of the thun-
derstorm cloud area (the horizontal axis takes the logarithm). There were approximately
42.9% of the samples that were concentrated in the peak interval of 1 × 103 to 1 × 104 km2,
and 90% of the thunderstorms that featured a cloud area of less than 3.5 × 104 km2. The av-
erage and median thunderstorm cloud area were 1.8 × 104 and 2.7 × 103 km2, respectively.
Based on the same dataset, Ma et al. [48] estimated the average thunderstorm cloud area in
China to be 3.4 × 104 km2. Thunderstorms over the QTP show a smaller cloud area, which
is consistent with previous studies that reported that the convective clouds over the QTP
have a smaller horizontal extent [22,23,25].

Figure 6b shows the spatial distribution of the average thunderstorm cloud area over
the QTP region. Generally, the area of thunderstorm clouds in the Qinghai region of the QTP
was larger than that in Tibet. There were maxima near the northeastern and eastern borders
of the QTP. Moreover, there were also three relatively clear, separate, large-value centers
of thunderstorm cloud areas in the northern part of the QTP. The first center was located
around 94◦E and 36◦N (Western Qinghai), approximately corresponding to the intersecting
areas of the Qimantage Mountain and the Qaidam Basin. The second center was located
in the east of Qinghai, approximately centered at 100◦E and 34◦N. It corresponded to the
Anemaqen Mountain, located at the bend in the upper reaches of the Yellow River. To the
west of the first center, there was another small local region with a large thunderstorm
cloud area, centered at approximately 89◦E, 37◦N and located on the eastern side of the
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Kumkule Basin in Xinjiang. The above-mentioned places featured a thunderstorm cloud
area greater than 5 × 103 km2 and their names are also marked in Figure 2. The main body
of the Qaidam Basin in Qinghai was a relatively small thunderstorm cloud area. In the
three regions with strong thunderstorm activity (Figure 5a), the thunderstorm cloud area
was relatively small overall. In the southeast QTP, roughly corresponding to the Hengduan
Mountains, the thunderstorm had a cloud area of less than 2 × 103 km2, showing apparently
low values.
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3.2.2. SCCs in Thunderstorm

We identified the continuous area of TBB ≤ −52 ◦C in the thunderstorm as the SCC (re-
fer to the regions delineated by the purple lines in Figure 1), and then obtained the number
of SCCs and the area ratio of the SCC (SCC area divided by cloud area). In previous stud-
ies, TBB ≤ −52 ◦C has been typically used as a signal for strong convection [53–55,63,64].
The number of SCCs reflects the situation of the thunderstorm, including strong cells.
The area ratio of SCCs is related to the convective intensity of the thunderstorm. A larger
area ratio of SCCs is usually correlated with stronger convection [25].

In the analysis region, 32.9% of the samples contained SCCs. Figure 7 shows the
spatial distribution of the proportion of thunderstorms with SCCs. The proportions of
thunderstorms containing SCCs were mainly between 20% and 50% throughout the QTP.
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The values in the northern and northwestern QTP were relatively low. The northeastern
border of the QTP and the three regions corresponding to the relatively large average
thunderstorm cloud area (Figure 6b) also featured larger proportions of thunderstorms
with SCCs, with values of more than 35%. In the southwestern QTP, there was a large-area
region where the proportions also exceeded 35%. In the following analysis of the SCCs, we
only used the samples that contained SCCs.
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Figure 8a shows the probability and cumulative probability distributions of the number
of SCCs in thunderstorms. The interval of SCCs between 1 and 3 had the most samples
(64.3%). Approximately 80.7% of the samples had SCCs of no more than 5 and 90% of
thunderstorms contained SCCs of no more than 8. The average and median number of
SCCs were 3.6 and 2, respectively.

According to Figure 8b, regarding the spatial distribution of the number of SCCs, the
thunderstorms over Southern Qinghai and Central and Northern Tibet, approximately
located in the region with a longitude of 83◦E–96◦E and latitude of 29◦N–34◦N, had
greater SCC numbers than most other places, with an average of 4 or more SCCs in one
thunderstorm and a region around 90◦E, 31.5◦N that featured more than 6 SCCs in one
thunderstorm. Another region with a large number of SCCs was located in the west-narrow
area of the QTP. It should be impacted by the thunderstorm systems on the places in the
north of Pakistan and northwest of India, where the lightning activity is extremely strong
and the thunderstorm properties are different from QTP [25,57].

Figure 9a shows the probability and cumulative probability distributions of the area
ratio of the SCCs. The interval with an area ratio smaller than 10% gathered the most
samples (27.9%). Approximately 88.3% of the samples had an area ratio below 50%.
The mean and median area ratios of SCCs were 25.4% and 21.8%, respectively.
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Figure 9b shows the spatial distribution of the area ratio of SCCs. The values greater
than 30% were mainly distributed in the northeastern QTP and the central and eastern
areas of the southern QTP, covering the three centers with high-frequency thunderstorm
activity. The northeastern QTP had the largest area ratio of SCCs, with the values in some
local regions exceeding 40%, which may mean that the thunderstorms in the northeastern
QTP tend to have stronger convection.
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4. Characteristics of Extreme-Lightning Thunderstorms

We defined extreme-lightning thunderstorms as those whose 1 h lightning frequency
fell in the top 10% of all the samples. A total of 10,475 extreme-lightning thunderstorms
with no less than 33 WWLLN lightning were obtained. The remaining samples were
classified as normal thunderstorms. The thunderstorms yielding high-frequency lightning
flashes, typically associated with strong convection, have a greater chance of producing
severe weather, such as heavy rainfall, hailstones, strong winds and so on, and causing
secondary disasters, therefore deserving special attention.

4.1. Spatiotemporal Distributions

Figure 10a shows that the monthly variation in extreme-lightning thunderstorm activ-
ity was generally similar to that of all the thunderstorm activity shown in Figure 4a, but
what was different from the whole thunderstorm activity was that the extreme-lightning
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thunderstorm activity was still relatively weak in May, and suddenly increased in June.
Approximately 30.9% and 28.7% of extreme-lightning thunderstorms occurred in August
and September, corresponding to the two months with the most frequent extreme-lightning
thunderstorm activity, respectively, and 93.4% of extreme-lightning thunderstorms were
concentrated in June–September. The diurnal variation in extreme-lightning thunderstorm
activity was generally consistent with the total thunderstorm activity in predominantly
occurring in the afternoon, with 81.2% of the samples concentrated between 12:00 and
21:00 LT. From the diurnal variation in extreme-lightning thunderstorm activity in each
month, the peaks in May, August, and September appeared at 16:00, 14:00, and 15:00 LT,
respectively, similar to the diurnal variation in all thunderstorm activity (Figure 4b). How-
ever, the peak of extreme-lightning thunderstorms in June was at 13:00 LT, one hour ahead
of all thunderstorms, and the peak of extreme-lightning thunderstorms in July was at
14:00 LT, one hour behind the peak of all thunderstorms.
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The spatial distribution of extreme-lightning thunderstorm activity (Figure 11) was
generally similar to that of all thunderstorms (Figure 5a). The southern QTP had greater
frequencies of extreme-lightning thunderstorm activity than the northern QTP, and a few
centroids of extreme-lightning thunderstorms fell into the regions to the north of 36◦N.
The locations of the three high-density extreme-lightning thunderstorm activity centers
were approximately the same as the three high-density thunderstorm activity centers
in Figure 5a in their positions, but the southeastern center was much stronger than the
other two centers, which was different from the comparison of the three thunderstorm
activity centers in Figure 5a. In addition, the south-central center of the high-density
extreme-lightning thunderstorm was near Naqu, which was different from the high-density
thunderstorm, of which the south-central center also covered Lhasa.
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4.2. Structures of Extreme-Lightning Thunderstorms and Their Comparison with
Normal Thunderstorms

Figure 12a presents the cloud area distributions of extreme-lightning and normal
thunderstorms. The mean, 25th, 50th, and 75th values, and distribution peaks are marked
on the graph. The average and median areas of the extreme-lightning thunderstorms
were approximately 30 times those of normal thunderstorms. The distribution peak of the
extreme-lightning thunderstorm cloud area was around 8.4 × 104 km2, and the correspond-
ing value for the normal thunderstorms was 3.4 × 103 km2.

Figure 12b shows that the extreme-lightning thunderstorms tended to have a lower
average TBB than the normal thunderstorms. The former had a mean, median, and
peak location average TBB of approximately −46.3, −46.4, and −46.4 °C, respectively.
The corresponding values for normal thunderstorm clouds were −35.4, −39.4, −38.8,
and −35.4 ◦C. A smaller TBB value means higher cloud development and consequent
stronger convection.
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Figure 12. Comparison of structural parameters of extreme-lightning thunderstorms with those
of normal thunderstorms. (a) Cloud area; (b) average TBB; (c) number of strong convective cells;
(d) area ratio of strong convection. The blue “o” represents the mean value, and the red “*” represents
the distribution peak, which is obtained by the method of kernel density estimation (KDE).

Figure 12c shows the distribution of the number of SCCs in extreme-lightning and
normal thunderstorms, with the samples with no SCCs being excluded. The number of
SCCs of extreme-lightning thunderstorms was mainly distributed from 1 to 22, with an
average value of 5.8, a median value of 5, and a peak around 2. The corresponding values
for normal thunderstorm values were 1–3, 1.5, 1, and 1. Obviously, the extreme-lightning
thunderstorms tended to have more SCCs than the normal thunderstorms, with the former
being 3.9 times that of the latter on average.

The comparison of the area ratio of SCCs between extreme-lightning thunderstorms
and normal thunderstorms can be found in Figure 12d. The extreme-lightning thunder-
storms had mean and median SCC area ratios of 31.3% and 32.0%, approximately 1.5 and
1.8 times those of normal thunderstorms (21.0% and 17.5%), respectively. Most samples
of extreme-lightning thunderstorms had an SCC area ratio around 34.2%, much higher
than the normal thunderstorms (10.5%). The larger SCC area ratio of extreme-lightning
thunderstorms also suggests stronger convection relative to the normal thunderstorms,
which is consistent with what the comparison of the average TBB between them indicated.
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5. Discussion
5.1. Comparison of the Spatiotemporal Distribution of Thunderstorm Activity with Convection and
Lightning Activity

Although there have been many studies on the convection clouds over the QTP, they
are not exactly the same as thunderstorm clouds. Some convection clouds over the QTP that
did not yield lightning and even significant precipitation were included in some previous
studies [7,18,19]. The studies by Wu et al. [23] and Qie et al. [22] focused on the deep
convective systems (DCSs) in the QTP region, referring to clouds with a 20 dBZ reflectivity
over 14 km. Wu et al. [23] reported that around 40–50% of the samples in their dataset
over the QTP did not generate lightning. These circumstances suggest that this study,
which takes QTP thunderstorms as its subject, is not equivalent to previous studies on
QTP convection. According to Wu et al. [23] and Qie et al. [22], the DCSs over the TP are
more concentrated in the south part during the monsoon season of June–September, which
roughly corresponds to the thunderstorm active area in Figure 5a. However, the month
with the most frequent DCSs on the QTP is August, followed by July, and the frequency
of DCSs decreases considerably in September [22]. For comparison, thunderstorms also
have the greatest frequency in August, followed by September. The DCSs on the QTP
peak at around 16:00 LT in the diurnal [22,23], which is slightly different from the peak of
thunderstorm activity at 14:00–15:00 LT.

Some authors analyzed the characteristics of convective activity over the QTP by
using the region with low TBB as a proxy for convection. Ma et al. [52] presented the
spatial distribution of the occurrence probability of TBB ≤ −52 ◦C of the FY-2E satellite
over the QTP. The regions with an occurrence probability of TBB ≤ −52 ◦C larger than
1% roughly correspond to those with THN greater than 30 per year in Figure 5a, and
the locations featuring the large occurrence probability of TBB ≤ −52 ◦C generally
correspond to the three active thunderstorm activity centers given in Figure 5a. How-
ever, the occurrence probability of TBB ≤ −52 ◦C is of significantly larger value and
area in the southwestern QTP than in the south-central and southeastern QTP, while
the thunderstorm activity was the strongest in the southeastern QTP, followed by the
south-central and southwestern QTP.

Based on the TBB data of the FY-2E satellite from 2010 to 2014, Li et al. [62] took the
areas with TBB ≤ −32 ◦C as the convections, and exhibited the spatial distributions of the
occurrence frequency of TBB ≤ −32 ◦C over the QTP from May to August. They reported
that the convective activities in May mainly occurred near the northwestern edge of the
QTP and the eastern edge of the QTP (around the latitude of approximately 34◦N); this is
obviously different from the thunderstorm activity in May, which has low frequencies in
these regions (Figure 5b). In June, the spatial distribution patterns of the thunderstorm
activity and the occurrence frequency of TBB ≤ −32 ◦C are roughly similar, but Li et al. [62]
documented the highest occurrence frequency of TBB ≤ −32 ◦C in the southeastern QTP;
in contrast, the thunderstorm activity over the south-central QTP is almost equal to that
of the southeastern QTP (Figure 5c). Li et al. [62] exhibited the maximum occurrence
frequency of TBB ≤ −32 ◦C in July, with the large-value centers roughly corresponding to
the south-central and southwestern centers of thunderstorm activity in our study, while
the occurrence frequency of TBB ≤ −32 ◦C in the southeastern QTP was relatively weak.
This is also different from the thunderstorm activity, which is relatively weak in July and
more active in the eastern QTP (Figure 5d). In August, when the thunderstorm frequency
over the whole QTP reaches its strongest and the southeastern QTP has the largest value
(Figure 5e), Li et al. [62] recorded the decreasing occurrence frequency of TBB ≤ −32 ◦C
and the maximum value in the southwestern QTP.

There are also evident differences in the spatial and temporal distribution of thun-
derstorm activity and lightning activity over the QTP. Most of the studies related to the
overall lightning activity over the QTP were based on the OTD and LIS data [22,33,35,36,65].
These studies showed that there are two regions with the most frequent lightning activity
over the QTP: one is the eastern QTP and the other is the south-central QTP. The first
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region, including the southeast and northeast parts of the QTP, exhibits a greater lighting
density than the second region. In Figure 13, we show the same spatial distribution of
lightning activity by using OTD and LIS data. Among them, the lightning activity centers
in the southeastern and south-central QTP roughly correspond to the thunderstorm activity
centers in these two places. However, the northeastern QTP, featuring a significantly high
density of lightning activity, is characterized by relatively weak thunderstorm activity
(Figure 5a). Meanwhile, in the southwestern QTP, where the thunderstorm activity is
relatively frequent, lightning activity is generally weak and has no local high-density center.
It should be noted that Ma et al. [52] and Li et al. [62] also exhibited that the northeastern
(southwestern) QTP had a relatively low (high) occurrence probability of TBB ≤ −52 ◦C
and TBB ≤ −32 ◦C, which is consistent with thunderstorm activity in spatial distribution.
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Regarding the monthly variation in lightning activity over the QTP, Qie et al. [35],
based on TRMM/LIS data from 1998 to 2002, obtained the peak lightning activity in June.
Qi et al. [65] reported the peak lightning activity in July, using TRMM/LIS data from 1998
to 2013. These are different from the thunderstorm activity, which reached its peak in
August. Meanwhile, while the lightning activity in September is not prominent [35,65],
September displays the second most frequent thunderstorm activity. Qie et al. [35] showed
that the peak of the diurnal variation in lightning activity was at 16:00 LT, which is the
same as that of deep convection [22,23], but slightly different from that (14:00 LT) of
thunderstorm activity.

5.2. Explanations for Different Spatial and Temporal Distributions between Thunderstorm and
Lightning Activity

The differences between QTP thunderstorms and lightning activities in terms of spatial
distribution and monthly changes are interesting, especially considering that thunderstorms
are the origins of lightning.

Although with relatively low detection efficiency [51], the data from the WWLLN
should not cause statistical distortion of thunderstorm activity. First of all, in the pro-
cess of building the thunderstorm samples, the WWLLN lightning data were counted
within 1 h, which should ensure that thunderstorms were captured efficiently, with one
WWLLN lightning flash being enough to distinguish a cloud as a thunderstorm. Second,
we obtained the relative detection efficiency (RDE) of WWLLN at a 1◦ × 1◦ grid point
from http://wwlln.net/deMaps (accessed on 11 January 2022), and we show its spatial
distribution over the QTP in Figure S1. The calculation method of the WWLLN RDE

http://wwlln.net/deMaps
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was developed from the model suggested by Hutchins et al. [66]; it used WWLLN’s own
data to estimate the WWLLN RDE everywhere compared to the best average WWLLN
detection efficiency. Figure S1 shows that, although the WWLLN RDE over the eastern
QTP was higher than that over the western QTP, the difference between the maximum
and the minimum RDEs is only approximately 5%. There is no apparent difference in
RDE between the northern and southern parts of the QTP; meanwhile, the difference
between lightning and thunderstorm activities in spatial distribution is reflected in the
north–south direction. Therefore, the detection efficiency of WWLLN should not essentially
affect the spatial distribution of thunderstorm activity. Furthermore, although the spatial
distribution of the occurrence probability of low-value TBB exhibited by Ma et al. [52] and
Li et al. [62] is not exactly the same as the thunderstorm activity, their results also indicated
low values over the northeastern QTP and high values over the southwestern QTP, similar
to the thunderstorm activity, but opposite to the lightning activity. In addition, the spatial
distribution of thunderstorm days [12,52] also shows a generally similar pattern to the
thunderstorm activity, especially wherein the thunderstorm days over the northeastern
QTP are significantly lower than those over the centers of thunderstorm activity over the
southern QTP. Based on the above analysis, we believe that the spatiotemporal distribution
of thunderstorm activity given in this paper is credible.

We speculate that the differences in the spatiotemporal distributions between thunder-
storm activity and lightning activity may be due to the following possibilities.

(1) The ability of thunderstorms to generate lightning, which is related to the intensity
and size of the thunderstorms, may vary by region and season. The analysis of extreme-
lightning thunderstorms in Section 4 indicates that thunderstorms with a larger extent
and stronger convective intensity typically have a higher lightning frequency, which is
consistent with the principle of lightning generation. From the analysis of the thunderstorm
cloud area, the number of SCCs, and the area ratio of SSCs (Section 3.2), it can be seen that
the thunderstorms in some areas of the northeastern QTP have a larger cloud area and
area ratio of SCCs than those in the thunderstorm activity centers, which implies that the
thunderstorms over the northeastern QTP region tend to have stronger lightning-yielding
capacity. This makes it possible for the northeastern QTP to have more lightning despite
the relatively low frequency of thunderstorms. Over the southwest thunderstorm activity
center, the thunderstorms have a relatively smaller cloud area and a lower area ratio of SCCs,
relative to those over the other two thunderstorm activity centers, which means that, even
with frequent thunderstorm activity, the lightning frequency may be relatively low, caused
by the relatively weak lightning-yielding capability. As for the southeastern QTP, although
it features the highest-frequency thunderstorm activity and higher-frequency lightning
activities, the lightning density is still weaker than the northern QTP, featuring lower-
frequency thunderstorm activity (Figure 13). Checking the thunderstorm properties, we
can find that there is a relatively low average thunderstorm cloud area over the southeastern
QTP (Figure 6b); this may indicate that the lightning number involved in a thunderstorm
there is much lower than that over the northeastern QTP.

The seasonal variation in thunderstorm intensity may be a factor responsible for
the difference in thunderstorm activity and lightning activity in terms of their monthly
variations. We show the monthly variations in some thunderstorm properties over the QTP
from May to October in Figure S2, and find that the thunderstorm cloud area, ratio of the
thunderstorms with SCCs, and area ratio all reach a peak in July, which corresponds to the
peak month of lightning activity. Meanwhile, in terms of the ranking of the above three
parameters of thunderstorms, September, which corresponds to the second most frequent
thunderstorm activity, ranked only fourth, fourth, and third, respectively, in May–October.
Apparently, the thunderstorms in July have a stronger ability to produce lightning than
those in September.

(2) The features of the satellite-based lightning observation platform and the predomi-
nant discharge positions of QTP thunderstorms may be one of the reasons for the difference
in the spatiotemporal distributions between thunderstorms and lightning activities. Both
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OTD and LIS captured lightning light signals by taking pictures in orbit. In principle, due
to the attenuation function of the cloud to the lightning light, they should be more sensi-
tive to the lightning occurring in the upper parts of clouds than the lightning occurring
in the lower parts of the clouds. For most plain thunderstorms with a typical tripolar
charge structure, the lightning flashes are mainly contributed by the upper two charge
regions [67,68]—that is, the lightning discharge region near the upper part of the cloud,
which is beneficial to OTD or LIS observations. For thunderstorms over the QTP, due to the
relatively weak convection [21–23,25], electrification may mainly occur at lower altitudes.
In the case of the tripolar charge structure, the lower positive charge region is more promi-
nent than the upper positive charge region, and lightning flashes may be predominantly
caused by the lower two charge regions [27–31]. Under these circumstances, OTD and LIS
have the potential to miss a lot of lightning. Qie et al. [69] reported that the ratio of the
thunderstorms with predominantly lower positive charge increased with the elevation of
the terrain. Among the places they investigated, they reported that approximately 60% and
73% of the investigated thunderstorms over Datong (a city in the northeastern QTP, located
at approximately 36.9◦N, 101.7◦N) and Naqu (a city corresponding to the south-central
thunderstorm and lightning activity center; see Figure 2), respectively, had a prominent
lower positive charge (another two places with an altitude exceeding 1500 m are beyond the
analysis region). This may suggest that the OTD and LIS had higher detection efficiencies
over the northeastern QTP than over the south-central QTP. There are no studies on the
charge structure of the thunderstorms over other places in the QTP and their seasonal varia-
tion. However, considering the possible impact of the lightning discharge location on OTD
and LIS detection efficiency, the spatiotemporal difference in the charge structure over the
TP may be a factor responsible for the comparison of thunderstorm and lightning activity.

(3) Although we mentioned earlier that the low detection efficiency of WWLLN should
not have a substantial impact on the representativeness of thunderstorm samples, the pref-
erence of WWLLN detection for CG lightning may have more or less impact on the shown
differences in the spatiotemporal distributions between thunderstorm and QTD and LIS
lightning activities. As Fan et al. [51] estimated, approximately 71.9% of WWLLN light-
ning data came from CG lightning in the mid-southern QTP. If a thunderstorm lacked CG
lightning with strong return strokes, it might not be involved in the thunderstorm samples.
Some previous studies have suggested that thunderstorms with extremely strong convec-
tion, such as supercell storms, may feature low-rate CG lightning [70–72], and the return
strokes of CG lightning occurring in the strong convection zone may be relatively weak [73].
Therefore, some severe convective thunderstorms with low-rate and weak-return-stroke
CG lightning might be missed by the WWLLN and therefore the TFD. Meanwhile, severe
convective thunderstorms typically yield active intracloud lightning over the upper parts
which could be captured by OTD and LIS. However, we still insist that this situation is too
rare to change the conclusion, because the thunderstorms over the QTP are generally weak
in intensity [25].

6. Conclusions

In this study, the TFD established based on the TBB and CLC products of the FY-2E
geostationary satellite and WWLLN lightning data was used to analyze the spatiotemporal
distribution of thunderstorm activities and some cloud properties over the QTP. The main
conclusions are as follows.

In terms of monthly variation, approximately 93.9% of the QTP thunderstorms occur
in May–September, with the highest frequency in August and the second highest frequency
in September. In terms of diurnal variation, approximately 82.7% of thunderstorms occur
between 12:00 and 21:00 LT, with a peak at 14:00 LT. The peak time is advanced month by
month from May to July, and backward month by month from August to September.

Over the QTP, the thunderstorm activities in the southern and eastern parts are
generally stronger than those in the north and west, respectively. There are three regions
with the most frequent thunderstorm activity in the southeastern, south-central, and
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southwestern QTP, roughly corresponding to Xiangcheng–Daocheng in Sichuan, Lhasa–
Nagqu in Tibet, and Shigatse in Tibet, respectively. The thunderstorm activities over the
southeastern and southwestern regions are the strongest in August; the corresponding
peak month of the thunderstorm activity over the south-central QTP is September. Before
August (inclusive), the area with active thunderstorm activity as a whole advances from
west to east; after this time, it retreats eastward.

The average cloud area of a thunderstorm over the QTP is 1.8 × 104 km2, with
approximately 42.9% of thunderstorm samples in the warm season having a cloud area
of between 1 × 103 and 1 × 104 km2. The Qinghai part of the QTP generally features a
greater thunderstorm cloud area than the Tibet region. In the three high-density centers of
thunderstorm activity, the thunderstorm cloud areas are all relatively small.

There are approximately 32.9% of QTP thunderstorms that contain SSCs. In most parts
of the QTP, this proportion is between 20% and 50%. The high proportions of thunderstorms
with SCCs can be found in several centers featuring relatively large thunderstorm cloud
areas and the northeastern and southwestern QTP, while low proportions are located in the
north and northwest parts of the QTP. The average number of SCCs in the thunderstorms
(with SCCs) is 3.6, with most samples having an SCC number from 1 to 3. Thunderstorms
located at longitude 83◦E–96◦E and latitude 29◦N–34◦N have the highest average SCC
number. With regard to the area ratio of SCC, 47.1% of the thunderstorm samples containing
SCCs have a value less than 20%, with an average of 25.4%. The thunderstorms with an
area ratio of SCC greater than 30% are mainly distributed in the northeastern QTP and the
central and eastern parts of the southern QTP.

The monthly and diurnal variation and spatial distribution of extreme-lightning
thunderstorms over the QTP are roughly similar to all thunderstorms in their patterns.
Meanwhile, the extreme-lightning thunderstorms are more concentrated in June–September,
and are not active in May (different from all other thunderstorms). Among the areas
with high-frequency extreme-lightning thunderstorms, the southeast one is much more
prominent. The cloud area, number of SCCs, and area ratio of SCCs of the extreme-lightning
thunderstorms are approximately 30.0, 3.9, and 1.5 times those of normal thunderstorm
clouds, respectively.

It is found that the thunderstorm activity is somewhat different from the convection
and lightning activity in their spatiotemporal distribution. In particular, the comparison
of the spatial distributions between the thunderstorm activity and OTD and LIS lightning
activity shows disagreement in the northeastern and southwestern QTP. While the lightning
density shows the largest value over the northeastern QTP and a relatively small value
over the southwestern QTP, the thunderstorm shows relatively low and high frequency
there, respectively. In terms of monthly variation, the peak of thunderstorm activity is
in August, different from the lightning activity in June [35] or July [65]. We have carried
out a discussion and deduced that the difference in spatiotemporal distributions between
thunderstorm and lightning activities may be mainly related to (1) the intensity of the
thunderstorm and, therefore, the ability of the thunderstorm to yield lightning, which
vary with region and season over the QTP; and (2) the situations wherein the lightning
discharges are predominantly contributed by the upper charge regions or the lower charge
regions vary with region and season, which impacts the spatiotemporal distribution of the
detection efficiency of satellite-based lightning optical detection instruments, such as OTD
and LIS.

Supplementary Materials: The following supporting information can be downloaded at: https:
//www.mdpi.com/article/10.3390/rs14122855/s1, Figure S1: Spatial distributions of average relative
detection efficiency of the WWLLN over the QTP from 2010 to 2018; Figure S2: Monthly variations
in thunderstorm properties including average cloud area, proportion of thunderstorms containing
strong convective cells (SCC), SCC number, and area ratio of SCC over the QTP from May to October.
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